ecfirst can assist your organization with specialized, skilled, certified HITRUST professionals. Jump-start your HITRUST projects and initiatives with ecfirst HITRUST Professional Services.

ecfirst delivers a full suite of HITRUST services to enable your organization achieve certification. Areas ecfirst can collaborate with your organization, include:

- Augment your HITRUST Team with ecfirst HITRUST certified professionals
- Conduct a comprehensive HIPAA assessment
- Perform a cybersecurity vulnerability assessment
- Deliver HIPAA training and certification
- Perform a guided HITRUST CSF self-assessment
- Partner with your organization to complete HITRUST CSF validation and certification
- Customized development of HITRUST CSF policies
- Creation of tailored HITRUST CSF procedures
- Delivery of HITRUST CSF Strategy Workshop
- Access to in-depth training and certification programs including CHP, CSCSTM, CCSASTM...

**HITRUST CSF Strategy Workshop**

1-Day Program

- **Complimentary!**
  - Ask about our free 29-minute HITRUST CSF Exec Brief Webinar for your organization!

- Update your policies to align with the HITRUST CSF. Talk to ecfirst about creating customized procedures.
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